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Good afternoon Richard,
Further to the meeting that took place yesterday, we are looking to progress the work around digital signs. I have
attached the slides from the presentation which contain information about this project.
It would be useful to book a Teams meeting in with yourself and Andrew to discuss any questions, requirements and
to make a start on discussing potential sites.
Let me know if you agree and would have the time to meet over the next two weeks and I can get something set up.
We are aiming to start the first stage of procurement by the end of June with a company coming to assess a number
of longlisted sites for us and provide recommendations on their suitability.
Many thanks
Jack
Jack Fulham | Business Support Officer – Investment & Growth |Breckland Council
Mobile: 07788381760
Email: Jack.Fulham@Breckland.gov.uk
www.breckland.gov.uk
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